
From Patagonia to Canada
In January 2022, Danish couple Martin and Katja made a 
life-changing decision to leave their jobs behind and embark 
on an epic cycling adventure. Their journey began at the 
southernmost tip of South America, leading them all the way 
to the Canadian city of Vancouver. While Martin possessed 
extensive cycling experience, Katja had just begun her cycling 
journey in the summer of 2021. With unwavering determination 

and the support of many people they encountered along 
the way, they reached their final destination on 4th October 
2023 after having cycled 22,600 kilometers in 21 months. 
 
The selection of the right gear played a crucial role in their 
journey. Enduring over 600 days on the road and conquering 
challenging mountain passes, they turned to Santos to custom-
build the perfect bicycle for the task: a Santos Travelmaster 3+ 
equipped with 27.5-inch wheels, a Pinion internal gearbox, and 
a Gates carbon belt. This set-up ensured a durable and low-
maintenance ride, essential for their long-distance travels in 
remote areas.

CUSTOM-BUILT  
SANTOS TRAVELMASTER 3+. 
For Martin & Katja



ABOUT SANTOS BIKES.
Santos is an independent Dutch bicycle brand with a big passion for cycling, a great love for quality 
and an innovative Research and Development policy. It was founded in 1997 by Robbert Rutgrink, an 
avid mountainbiker who started building his own bikes at a very young age.

Santos continuously strives to build the best bike for each individual cyclist. With the right frame for a 
good posture, the best drive system that meets the specific needs and the unique option to customize 
all bicycle parts according to taste. No assembly line production but custom building. With great 
attention to sustainability: built for life. 

Every Santos contains Santos Only parts, specially designed in-house for the ultimate cycling 
experience. Sometimes these are prominent, sometimes barely visible. To further enhance the 
modularity and durability of each bicycle.

All bikes are custom made in the Santos factory just outside Amsterdam. Santos has a large dealer 
network, mainly in the Netherlands and Belgium. The bikes are also shipped worldwide.

Santos Bikes
Website: www.santosbikes.com
WhatsApp: +31 (0)252 823 291

Santos AdventureRack

Schwalbe Almotion 
folding 27.5”/55mm Santos Travelmaster 3+ 

Cro-Mo front fork

Santos TwinRack

Busch + Müller  
LED headlight

Santos frame 
57 cm  Frame color: Nature 

Font color: Brown

Pinion P1.18 Black

Gates carbon belt,  
CDX sprockets

SANTOS TRAVELMASTER 3+.
Custom-built for Martin

Santos Hold-it-all

27.5” XL Santos travel rims 

Shimano XT disc 
brakes with 180mm 

Santos discs

*Picture taken after the successful completion of their 22,600-kilometer ride.


